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net profit for the quarter grew by 15.4% yoy to rs 12.8 bn ( inline with
estimates) while eps grew by 10.1% yoy to rs 1.17 ( inline with estimates).
the volumes declined in the quarter due to high rainfall in july and august

impacting demand for pipes from rural segment. company's operating
profit margin rose to 23.5% from 22.6% in the previous quarter. the

company has been focusing on increasing the range of fittings which has
now crossed 1500 skus. finolex has also witnessed improved volumes in
cpvc which was at 2000 tonnes in the quarter. better product mix, higher

pvc prices and reduced discount resulted in higher realization for the
segment. the company has been reducing discounts on qoq for the past
few quarters. the company expects robust demand in both the agri pipes

and building segment in the coming quarters. the positive growth in
revenue and earnings is more than offset by negative impact of rising raw

material cost. this is due to a combination of increase in raw material
prices and unfavorable exchange rate. the company has been benefiting

from an uptick in demand from cement industry. higher demand has been
resulting in higher revenue. however, the company has to deal with higher

raw material prices and unfavorable exchange rate as well as increased
competition. additionally, finolex industries has to deal with rising energy
cost which is also affecting the company's operating expenses. we expect

the negative effects to be more pronounced in coming quarters. latest
finolex price list of all wire and cable like industrial cables, single core fr
pvc insulated cables, single core frls pvc insulated cables, house wires,

multicore flexible cables, copper armoured cables, flat submersible cables,
lan, cctv cables, coaxial cables, industrial cables. at vashi we offer and
deliver the best quality electrical wires and cables at best-discontented

prices.
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we believe that, fil would be a major beneficiary from governments focus
on irrigation and improvement in rural consumption in the long term. we
believe that the demand of pvc pipes from rural segment is expected to

revive in coming quarters. we expect the margins in pvc pipes and fittings
segment to improve in coming quarters on expected revival in volume

growth, while margins in resin segment is expected to decline on reduced
spread. we have marginally reduced our volume estimates for fy19e &
fy20e. the stock is presently trading at pe of 20x and 17.2x based on

fy19e and fy20e revised eps of rs 27.7 and 32.1 per share, respectively.
we upgrade our rating to buy (vs accumulate earlier) with revised target

price of rs642 (vs671), valuing the stock at 20x (unchanged, as fil is
already trading at substantial discount to its peers) on fy20e earnings.
since many listed companies in the home dcor sector were expected to

benefit from covid-led consolidation, the stock prices have reacted
accordingly. in the past year, shares of mid-cap companies such as prince
pipes & fittings ltd, finolex industries and astral ltd have seen steep rallies,
comfortably beating the nifty500 index. net revenue for the quarter grew

by 14.2% yoy to rs 5.4 bn (inline with estimates) driven by 10.7% yoy
growth in pvc pipes segment and 19.1% yoy growth in resin segment. pvc
pipes and fittings segment volume declined by 4,2% yoy while resin grew
by 15.5% yoy. the volume declined in the quarter due to high rainfall in
july and august impacting demand for pipes from rural segment. pipes
volume declined by 5.5%, but fittings volume grew by 9.8% yoy. the

company has been focusing on increasing the range of fittings which has
now crossed 1500 skus. further, the company has also witnessed

improved volumes in cpvc which was at 2000 tonnes in the quarter. better
product mix, higher pvc prices and reduced discount resulted in higher

realization for the segment. the company has been reducing discounts on
qoq for the past few quarters. the company expects robust demand in

both the agri pipes and building segment in the coming quarters.
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